MOBILE PHONE
CONTRACT
The Cathedral College Boarding Campuses have clear guidelines concerning appropriate
use of mobile phones, personal laptops, smart watches and other electronic devices which are
outlined in our Boarding Guidelines.

PARENT/CARE GIVER PERMISSION
I give my son/daughter
permission to have ONE mobile phone at Boarding. I acknowledge that the College will not be held in
any way responsible for the phone or accounts accrued through the use of the phone. I understand
that he/she is required to follow the College guidelines for the use of the phone/electronic device. I
understand that there are limitations to the time periods that the mobile phone may be used and
that it will be collected during study and bedtimes and when deemed necessary. I acknowledge that
the mobile phone will be collected by a staff member and kept in the safe for a predetermined period
of time if these guidelines are not followed. This also includes the use of wireless broadband usb’s/
dongles/smart watches/iPods and such devices allowing internet access for any other electronic
devices. These devices are permitted subject to appropriate use and any recording without consent or
inappropriate use will negate this contract.
Parent/Care Giver Signature: 								Date:

STUDENT CONTRACT
I, 									acknowledge that the responsibility
for my mobile phone and any electronic and internet capable devices rests with me and that I am
able to have only ONE mobile phone at Boarding. I agree to hand in my mobile phone to a Supervisor
during all allocated quiet times including study and bedtime. I understand that I may not take my
mobile phone into the dining room (except during afternoon tea), to prayer, Mass or to other places/
functions that Supervisors deem inappropriate. I understand that if I do not follow these and any other
guidelines that may be introduced that I will/may have my mobile taken away for a twenty-four hour
period in the first instance; a week in the second instance and the entire term for the third instance. I
understand that if I change phones or phone numbers I must notify the Duty Staff at Boarding and fill
in a new mobile phone contract. This also includes the use of wireless internet devices/dongles; smart
watches and any such devices allowing internet access for other electronic devices.
Student Signature: 									Date:
Mobile Phone Number:
Description of Phone:
Model of Phone:							IMEI No:
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